(1) L p u(X) = F(X)
in the domain Z = (Xs x±> 0 (i=1,2,...,n), t>o}; X = (x., ,x2,... ,xn,t), where n L = P -al, P = X] D x. _D t =A x ~ D t* lP = l < lP~1) » l° = i=1 i p and n (n£2) are positive integers, a is non-negative real number; F'(X) is a given function defined for XeZ, where Z ={x: x^O (i=1,2 n),-t^o}.
In the sequel we shall use the following notations: -184 -2. Let X|ej = (e^.e^,... ,e n x n'^ * where e^ +1 {i=1,2,...,n) denote all possible points which are symmetric images of the point X with respect to the coordinate hyperplanes or are iterations of tiose symmetric images. Let (i = 1,2,...,n; k ^ i). 
We observe that for s <; t
where {e 1 }/{i 11,..., 1,1,1 ,..., -| }, {l,1,..., 1,-1,1.,1}.
-185 - where A = (2^F)~n.
-186 - 
are locally uniformly convergent in all point the set Z,
and A = (-1 J«j(jJ )"" Consequently, using (10) and Lemma 3 and conditions (13) lim t^^iX) = 0, when X--XoeSQ, XeZ (k,m=0,1,...,p-1; i >0) we prove the following lemma.
-189 - given oy formula (14) we obtain
How we have 
